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NGRIT-UK VIGIL 28/29 November 2010 

OBSERVER’S REPORT 

Having arrived at the castle around 9.30pm most of the team deployed sensing equipment around 

the keep while Dave Rawlin, Sharon Hodkins and me conducted an ‘impression’ survey of the site. 

It was freezing cold with snow on the ground but we persevered and gathered some interesting 

information from Dave. Nothing much came from the old church area as I hoped but Dave presented 

some interesting impressions of Queen Isabella’s chapel. 

During the middle of the various vigils, Pat asked me about Godfrey and French female named 

Yvette. (Research here). 

I sensed a certain amount of tension between Pat and Keren, largely because Kerin felt her vigil had 

been disturbed by the break-up of interest by the other investigators. This may have been brought 

about by the various communicator alarm signals, clicks and hisses which may indicate a form of 

dialogue with the spirit world but the various groups were probably uncertain of questions and 

responses generated during that time. 

Next, we all gathered in the Great Chamber basement, I sat on the steps to the south west stair 

while others were seated around me. We all gazed towards the main castle stair and all witnessed 

an orange orb. A sequence of apparent communication followed. 

I remember the whole team drawing their chairs closer to the tiled area below the chapel and Dave 

engaging in communication. What looked like a white searchlight scanned the floor around us then 

exited via the short flight of steps. 

There has been a consistent record of activity around this area, an entity ‘hiding/peeking’ at visitors 

– also physical contact on many occasions. This doorway was created around the late-thirteenth –

century and was not an original Norman feature as it would have been regarded as a weakness in 

defence. 

Dave was asked to cleanse the site and his work started at the old church. My fears were lifted once 

that area was filled with ‘spiritual’ light. The castle was cleared of an evil influence in an ordered 

sequence, but then came the dungeon. I have witnessed tactile presences with others on many 

occasions, but this was different; I was physically ‘grabbed’ from behind, the entity groped my 

shoulders and ribs. Keren who stood to my left was the next to be attacked was clearly more 

frightened than me, and I was petrified. Keren pleaded to leave the dungeon but Dave insisted we 

stay. We first held hands then hugged for mutual comfort.  

Then Neil also complained of being attacked. Dave completed his cleansing ritual and the whole 

atmosphere of the place lifted.  I remember Pat saying, “The children can dance and sing again” as 

we left the chamber. 
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PRE VIGIL ‘MEDIUM’ WALKAROUND WITH DAVE RAWLIN (Spirit Medium) 

Written by Sharon Hodkins 

 

Walk-around with Dave Rawlin (spirit medium) & Sharon Hodkins (journalist) prior to the 

start of the investigation: 

As we walked down the stairs from the reception room Dave felt pain in his leg and chest. 

Dave claimed someone had fallen down the stairs. 

Walking towards the Saxon church  Dave picked up on someone around the 1300s who 

disputed the ownership of the castle. They thought the castle belonged to them and wanted 

it, but they never got to own it. 

Saxon Church: Opposite the steps (North Door) Dave felt a non-threatening energy. He 

said it felt protective. He again felt a pain his leg – the same as he felt near the reception 

room. Dave believed the spirit from the castle was following them. 

Norman asked Dave about some tiles in the wall opposite the north door. Dave felt they had 

been moved from somewhere else. He didn’t feel like they were from the castle. They came 

from someone’s house, from the other side of the castle (pointing towards the castle when 

standing in the church). He felt they belonged to a male who was someone important. He 

was given the dates 1523 and 1560. He thought there was a scandal connected to a son. 

At the far end of the church, Dave picked up on a not-so-nice energy (spirit). He did not feel 

there was just one – Dave thought there were two others connected to that person. They 

were flanking him. Dave felt power between the three people – they all had power and 

wealth. Dave felt the name Carringham or Carrington. However, he did not think the three 

of them were there at the time. 

Utilities, outside castle: Dave felt there was something to do with education or a school – 

someone learning something. 

Ruin next to utilities: Dave felt this was another chapel, or a place of worship. He didn’t feel 

it was necessarily built as a church but someone or several people were religious or prayers 

were given in this area. Dave said the area was not negative, but described it as lifting. 

Dungeon: Norman showed Dave some stones. Dave thought they may have been part of a 

doorway or main entrance. He felt he would walk through it. When he touched the stones, 

he felt a pain in his leg again. Dave thought it was quiet in this room. 

Great Chamber basement: Dave said he was being watched by a spirit that would not 

show him/herself. Great Hall: Dave said the room felt quite still. 

Corridor leading to the Kitchen Area: Dave felt there was a female of great importance 

in this area. She was described as very gentile, not physically old – 20s or possibly in her 

30s – petite and there was an air of naivety about her. Dave felt there would have been a 

room above that was connected to her. Dave said she was naive and misplaced trust. 



Someone had lied to her to keep her at the castle. Dave didn’t feel she was trapped but 

stayed because of something someone had promised. He had a sense of disappointment 

around her. He did not feel she was kept against her will. Someone told her something in 

the hope she would change her feelings about someone else. Dave felt sisters connected to 

her, several sisters. He also felt four younger children – boys. Dave felt this dated from the 

13th Century. 

Ante-chapel and chapel: Dave felt nothing in this room. Stairs up to next level: Dave felt 

there should have been another set of similar stairs – spiral staircase.  

White Room: Dave felt Nothing in this room. 

 


